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Select Introduction Brochure serves as an introduction to the Select line of
shower products. Innovative Select push-button technology puts the user in
control like never before. Push to transform your shower! Visit our website to
view our full range of products, and to find a Hansgrohe dealer in your area
at our Where-To-Buy section.

Located at our North American Headquaters in
Alpharetta, Georgia, our expert associates are there
to assist you. Call us at 800-334-0455, Monday
though Friday, 8 am to 7 pm EST.
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It is a well- known fact that here at Hansgrohe, we never
stop reinventing showering pleasure. It has “clicked” again:
We have the Select technology! Now a simple touch of a
b u t t o n i s a l l i t t a ke s f o r t h e wa t e r t o b e j u s t
as the user wants it. As small as it is, the Select button
c o m b i n e s m a ny o f t h e t h i n g s t h a t o u r p ro d u c t s
are renowned for: The best design, intelligent functions,
and excellent user-friendliness.
How did the button get into the bathroom? From several directions at once, you could
say. We found, during research into showering, and later in our own Showerlab, that
there are various types of “showerer.” We have translated their specific requirements
into spray types, and in doing so provided variety under the shower.
However, we didn’t just want to provide more variety for our customers, but also we
wanted to make it easier for them to choose. Inspired by the many buttons that make
the world much easier — a light switch, a mouse button, the start/stop button in the car
to name but a few — we decided to develop our own easy and ingenious buttton for
hand showers.
Together with Phoenix Design, we launched PuraVida, the first Hansgrohe shower with
an all-mechanical selection button, on the market. The trade audience and consumers
were delighted — and we asked ourselves whether it was possible to achieve much
more by bringing this technology to other parts of the bathroom.
Find out just how much pleasure pushing the right but tons can bring one in
the bathroom.
Richard Grohe
Deputy Chairman &
Head of Hansgrohe Brand

PUSH TO TRANSFORM YOUR SHOWER

SIMPLY BRILLIANT.
BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE.
Select. Choose control, invigoration, comfort and fun — all at
the push of a button. It’s simple, easy, and just what you need.
S o g o a h e a d , c h a n g e yo u r s h owe r by c h a n g i n g yo u r
spray. Select for yourself.

Welcome to the revolution — for your shower. What’s your
water y desire? Soft, air y drops? Revitalizing jets? A targeted
massage? What if you could change your mind, control your
comfort, enjoy your water whichever way you like? You can: With

Raindance Select E 300 AIR
Overhead Shower. Page 16
®

Croma Select S 180
Overhead Shower. Page 24
®

Raindance Select S 120 AIR
Handshower. Page 13
®

Croma Select E 110
Handshower. Page 22
®

Raindance Select S 240
Showerpipe. Page 34
®

ShowerSelect Square Thermostatic
1- Function Trim. Page 28
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PUSH TO TRANSFORM YOUR SHOWER

A Button
Can Do
A Lot.
push to explore.
Buttons, buttons everywhere. Our old-school vision of the future
was full of them. Consider the films and books of the fifties and
sixties; it seemed the more buttons, the easier everyday life was
supposed to be. We think their prediction turned out to be spot on.
Today, thanks to the humble button, you’re in control.
In our modern world, buttons turn things off — and turn us on to new
technologies, connections and conversations. They change things:
channels, settings, volumes, voices. They offer choice: Drama or
mystery? Light or dark? You choose. That’s why we put a button in
the shower — so you can Select your perfect shower. It’s simple.
Press to escape or engage? Thrill or transport? You’re in control.
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PUSH TO EMPOWER.
That little round symbol means a lot to us in our everyday lives.
Push to shift it from red to green and we’re on our way — to a
challenging new videogame, the next episode of our favorite
show, or a productive day in front of a screen. Push again and
we’re transformed, from busy and wakeful to “unplugged”,
powered down, “off” for the evening. Undoubtedly, there’s a
little magic in this little button that dials things — and us — up and
down so readily in our technology-filled lives.

PUSH TO CONNECT.
Behind this button lies a world of connections. Push, and we
reach out with voices that carry infinitely — across the globe or
just across the room. This is a button we anticipate engaging.
When it lights, we wonder: Is it my son, with news about his big
exam? My partner with plans for dinner? My best friend,
announcing new member of the family? My life, reaching out to
hint at what’s next, giving me a chance to take a breath
and answer its call?

PUSH TO DISCOVER.
Blink. Bleep. Buzzzzzz! Think back and listen: A favorite toy
beckons from the corner of your room, inviting you to engage,
enticing you to push its buttons so it can push yours. Then (as
now), buttons can be a vehicle — push to reinvent the moment, to
enter new worlds, to escape the day and just play.

Select video.
Scan the code to view a video on the
new Select button technology and
how it can benefit you in the shower.
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SELECT: A HISTORY
OF SIMPLICITY.
The Select story is tied up in one simple question: “How can we
make the best shower in the world even better?”

Clockwise from top left. (1) A Hansgrohe employee performs a water test on the
Raindance Select S 150 AIR handshower to ensure quality. (2) Hansgrohe and
Phoenix Design working closely together to develop the Select products.
(3) A closer look at the design of the Raindance Select E 120 AIR handshower.
(4) The Hansgrohe Showerlab in Schiltach, Germany.
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Raindance Select E 120 3-Jet Handshower
®

Spray opening Whirl

Allows you to switch spray
modes intuitively at the touch
of a button.

Spray opening RainAir
Spray opening Rain

Water guide on the inside

Good design jus t looks simple. A
product of the collaboration between
Hansgrohe and Phoenix Design, plus the
v is i o n o f R i c h a rd G ro h e a n d t h e
brilliance of the Hansgrohe R&D Team
culminates in Select. It’s a single button
that changes everything — even the future of one of the world’s most
celebrated bathroom design icons. Here is how we tell its story:

Hansgrohe is Handshowers.
We may not have invented the handshower, but we began selling
them pretty early in the game (in 1928). In 1968, we introduced
Selecta, the first handshower with adjustable spray intensity. In
1970 came Sixty, the first handshower created by a professional
industrial designer. In 1974, Tribel arrived, adding multi- spray
handshowers to our list of firsts.

Hansgrohe is Innovation.
Hansgrohe’s unique vision starts with our founder, Hans Grohe,
and extends to our Deput y Chairman and Head of Hansgrohe
Brand, Richard Grohe, and on to our expert R&D team. Hans was
a dreamer who worked constantly to find better, more efficient
ways to create enjoyable experiences with water. His dream is
alive in Select, and in Hansgrohe’s development and testing
facilities in Germany, a place well - known for high qualit y
products built to perform and made to last. Here, our engineers
work to perfect spray patterns and intensity, searching tirelessly
for the perfect water experience for your perfect shower.

Hansgrohe is Design.
In a world where most showerheads use a wheel for selection,
Hansgrohe set out to reinvent it with Select. Why? According to
Select’s co- designer Matthias Oesterle of Phoenix Design, “Think
of the telephone. There’s no way we would going back to using
the dial today.” Outside - the - box thinking like this is at the heart
of our company philosophy and at the core of Select’s DNA. It’s
won us a number of international design awards, seals of
approval, and a company ranking from International Forum
Design that leaves our competitors in the dust (or should we
say, the overspray).
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PUSH TO
TRANSFORM
YOUR SHOWER.

PUSH TO TRANSFORM YOUR SHOWER

PUSH TO TRANSFORM YOUR SHOWER

WHAT’S YOUR
(SHOWER) TYPE?
A shower is as personal as a fingerprint: No two people like their water the
same. Select offers plenty of personality, personalization, and possibility.

Raindance Select E 120 3-Jet Handshower
®

RainAir: Gentle air- enriched
drops from large jets.

Rain: Strong shower rain from
smaller jets — perfect for rinsing
shampoo out of the hair.

Whirl: Concentrated
massaging spray from rotating
jets to relieve tension.
Select Button: Allows you to
switch spray modes intuitively
at the touch of a button.

PLEASURE
SHOWERING
You take your time in the bathroom, seeking
to wash away the day’s stresses drop by
drop. Ra i n A i r la v is he s s oul - s e ek ing
b a t h e r s i n p a m p e r i n g , s o f t s p r a y,
helping you lose yourself in your shower.
Please do not disturb.

EFFICIENT
SHOWERING
You are the t ype of user that craves
performance — a solid, steady stream of
water robust enough to make short work of
shampoos and soaps. Rain spray gives you
the quick rinse and reinvigoration that you
need so that you can get in, get out, and
get on with your busy day.

Whirl

FOCUSED
SHOWERING
You use water as a wake-up call, directing
spray where it’s needed most — across a
shoulder, to tired back muscles, then on to
aching calves. Whirl provides a
concentrated spray from rotating jets to
revitalize fatigued body parts.
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WHY SELECT
HANDSHOWERS?
The wheel may have been a modern wonder, but having to grab the one on your handshower with
both hands and listen for the telltale “click” can be a hassle — especially with soap on your fingers.
With Select, all it takes is one quick movement of the thumb. The button rules the experience:
Reliable, mechanical and user-friendly, hands-down.
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SIMPLE.
Cleanse with ease. Select not only makes
the shower experience relaxing, it makes it
easy. Bathing a pet or a child can make you
wish you had more than two hands. With
Select, everything is much easier. Just reach
out, and the thumb easily finds its place on
the button, giving you spray control with
just a simple touch.

RELIABLE.
Select’s button is mechanical, not electronic,
making it quick and easy to depress and
m o s t i m p o r t a n t l y, d e p e n d a b l e — n o
batteries or worries required. This is one
button that works every time you ask it to,
unleashing a brand new shower experience
with each and every push.

CLEAR.
The message is clear: Select’s button says
“push me.“ What happens next is just as
easily identifiable: An experience that
transforms your shower forever.
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SELECT THE ONE THAT
SUITS YOU BEST.
Find your perfect shower experience. Take a look at the new
Raindance Select handshowers at-a-glance here.

Chrome

White/Chrome

Brushed Nickel

Chrome

Raindance Select S 150 AIR 3-Jet Handshower

White/Chrome

Brushed Nickel

Raindance Select E 150 AIR 3-Jet Handshower

®

®
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the earth enjoys the button every bit as much as the thumb does,
Raindance also comes in an EcoRight version that reduces
water consumption by up to 20% versus a standard, 2.5 GPM
flow rate shower.

Select’s button isn’t all function; it also impacts form, allowing
not only the familiar round sprayface, but also a soft cube. Whether
small or large, round or square, in pure chrome or the dual-finish
white/chrome, there’s a Raindance Select right for any taste. And so

Chrome

White/Chrome

Brushed Nickel

Chrome

Raindance Select S 120 AIR 3-Jet Handshower*

White/Chrome

Brushed Nickel

Raindance Select E 120 AIR 3-Jet Handshower*

®

®

*EcoRight Version Available
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PUSH TO
SOOTHE.

PUSH TO TRANSFORM YOUR SHOWER

TRANSFORM
YOUR SHOWER.
Look up: The next frontier in showering is overhead, all thanks to a simple button.

Raindance Select E 300 2-Jet Showerhead
®

RainAir: Enjoy a gentle rain
shower with air- enriched drops
from large jets.

Rain: Strong shower rain from
smaller jets — perfect for rinsing
shampoo out of the hair.
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RAIN AIR.
E ver y single drop of water f rom the
RainAir spray bursts forth from a large,
wide jet: Large voluminous drops enriched
with air. It’s perfect for those who delight in
a soft, relaxing rain.

RAIN.
Focused water released from smaller,
narrow jets offer strong Rain streams to
effortlessly rinse out shampoo. Those who
enjoy an efficient shower can now rejoice,
reinvigorate under the spray, and run to
their next commitment.

SELECT BUTTON.
Smart and intuitive. Push to escape. Push to
surrender. Push to thrill. Push to transform
y o u r s h o w e r, s w i t c h i n g f r o m o n e
s p r a y m o d e t o a n o t h e r, w i t h t h e
simple touch of a button.
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FROM SHOULDER TO SHOULDER,
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.
Meet our Raindance Select overhead showers.
or the dual-finish white/chrome. All have been granted an elegant,
discreet chrome ring on the outside, a higher, more exclusive rim
and an attractive wave structure on the shower face. Finally, the
spray face is removable and easy to clean, which
means it will stay both beautiful and functional for many perfect
showers to come.

From above, comes an easy choice: Overhead showers
featuring the Select button. Choose either RainAir or Rain spray for
maximum relaxation in full spray and full glory over the entire spray
face. Now, take a closer look: you’ve got even more to decide.
Raindance Select comes in both our classic round version and in a
contemporary soft cube form, and in pure chrome, brushed nickel,
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EASY TO CLEAN

2

1

Thanks to the QuickClean function, limescale deposits are
removed simply by rubbing over the silicone nozzles.
Cleaning of the decorative sprayface is also easy. (1)
Remove the Select cover and unscrew the service unit using
an Allen wrench. (2) Rinse the front panel under running
water with a mild detergent or place it in the dishwasher.
For more detail, please see installation instructions.

Chrome

White/Chrome

Brushed Nickel

White/Chrome

Brushed Nickel

Raindance Select S 240 AIR 2-Jet Showerhead
®

Chrome

Raindance Select E 300 AIR 2-Jet Showerhead
®
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FROM POPULAR
TO BELOVED AT
THE TOUCH OF
A BUTTON —
THE NEW
CROMA SELECT.

PUSH TO TRANSFORM YOUR SHOWER

CROMA SELECT.
ALSO WITH SELECT FUNCTION.
Select personalization — with new Croma Select handshowers.
And their modern design is further enhanced by the elegant white
of the spray face. In addition, the design language of the soft cube
shape of the spray face signals an entirely new design for Croma
handshowers, where the innovative Select button has replaced
turning the spray face.

As a result of customer feedback, we have integrated Select into
the new generation of Croma handshowers. The advantages of the
new Croma Select handshower are quite literally in your hands.
Thanks to the integrated Select technology, spray modes can be
selected easily and ergonomically at the touch of a button.

Croma Select E 110 3-Jet Handshower
®

SoftRain: A soft water spray
that caresses the body for
that feel- good sensation.

IntenseRain: Intense water
spray, perfect for rinsing
out shampoo.

Select Button: Allows you to
switch spray modes intuitively
at the touch of a button.

Massage: A strong massage
spray that invigorates and
soothes aching muscles.
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Croma Select E 110 Vario -Jet Handshower
®

Vario-Jet: 3 spray zones
of variable intensity: Rain,
IntenseRain, and TurboRain
Select Button: Allows you to
switch spray modes intuitively
at the touch of a button.
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DESIGNED TO PLEASE
FROM HEAD TO TOE.
The new Croma Select overhead showers.
well. Thanks to the QuickClean silicone jets, simply wipe the surface
with your finger to clean it. Best of all, whether you opt for the
classic round design of the S style, or the soft cube shape of the
E style, a wonderful showering experience is yours to enjoy.

Select technology also found it’s way into the Croma Select
overhead showers. Now, a simple touch of a button in the middle of
the sprayface is all it takes to easily switch between spray modes.
The new Croma overhead shower is enjoyable in other ways as

Croma Select S 180 2-Jet Showerhead
®

Rain: A spray that is
perfect for rinsing
shampoo out of your hair.

Intense Rain: Intense water
spray, perfect for
rinsing out shampoo.

Select Button: Allows you to
switch spray modes intuitively
at the touch of a button.
24

Croma Select E 180 2-Jet Showerhead
®

Rain: A spray that is
perfect for rinsing
shampoo out of your hair.

Intense Rain: Intense water
spray, perfect for
rinsing out shampoo.

Select Button: Allows you to
switch spray modes intuitively
at the touch of a button.
25
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IBOX UNIVERSAL PLUS:
PERFECT FOR SHOWERSELECT.
Say hello to the new ShowerSelect trims.

ShowerSelect Square
Thermostatic 1- Function Trim

ShowerSelect Square
Thermostatic 2- Function Trim

ShowerSelect Round
Thermostatic 1- Function Trim

28

ShowerSelect Round
Thermostatic 2- Function Trim

environment, Croma Select offers several options at 2.0 GPM —
so great looks and great performance in the shower also come with
peace of mind.

With a wide assortment of finishes, as well as the right price
point, Croma Select showers are truly the right fit for any customer
or budget. And so you can also feel good about your impact on the

White/Chrome

Chrome

Brushed Nickel

Chrome

Brushed Nickel

Croma Select S 180 2-Jet Showerhead
®

White/Chrome

Croma Select E 180 2-Jet Showerhead
®
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IBOX UNIVERSAL PLUS:
PERFECT FOR SHOWERSELECT.
Say hello to the new ShowerSelect trims.

ShowerSelect Square
Thermostatic 1- Function Trim

ShowerSelect Square
Thermostatic 2- Function Trim

ShowerSelect Round
Thermostatic 1- Function Trim

28

ShowerSelect Round
Thermostatic 2- Function Trim

It also puts performance at your fingertips, with purely mechanical
operation that offers long-lasting reliability. Your only worry: What
water experience to choose. You’ll find ShowerSelect in t wo
styles: With a square or round escutcheon plate.

Creating the perfect shower installation has never been so
easy. S howerS elec t t r ims combine geomet r ic design and
revolutionary push- button control into one sleek package. Just a
single touch of a button switches functions on and off, changes
spray modes and completely transforms your shower experience.

Select button.
On/off for one shower function.

Select button.
On/off for second shower function.

Thermostatic Temperature Control.
Preset your preferred water
temperature to within ± 1° F.

Anti-Scald 100° Safety Stop
Prevents water temperature from exceeding
100° F, unless this override button is pressed.
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ALL FOR ONE,
ONE FOR ALL.
iBox, the revolutionary universal rough, is the solid foundation upon which the latest Hansgrohe
innovation — ShowerSelect — is built. ShowerSelect’s buttons are mechanical, which enables
push-button functionality, combined with reliable and efficient use. And with iBox’s reliability and
versatile installation, ShowerSelect is the ultimate solution for any shower installation.

ShowerSelect Trims
Scan to view a video on
ShowerSelect installation.
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THERMOSTATIC
1-FUNCTION TRIM
Thermostatic offers many advantages over
pressure balance valves, and with
ShowerSelect — easy, intuitive push-button
control is also added to the list. One push
to turn water on, and one to shut of f.
The result is a shower installation with a
refined, architetural look, combined with
easy, ergonomic control for all users.

THERMOSTATIC
2-FUNCTION TRIM
A triumvirate of Select. In addition to the
Thermostatic 2-Function trim with the latest
push-button technology, both the overhead
shower and the handshower shown in this
installation feature Select technology.
Select your shower functions, and select
your spray mode on each of the shower
components. All at the touch of a button.
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FORM AND
FUNCTION.
Form and function go hand in hand with the new ShowerSelect trim sets. From intuitive, user-friendly
controls to easy cleaning: a ShowerSelect trim is the ideal foundation for creating the ultimate
shower experience. Your customers will love the many advantages of the new ShowerSelect trims.

Intuitive.
Simple Select buttons make operation easy.

Distinct.
Easy to understand, scratch-resistant icons
clearly indicate shower functions.

Easy.
Choose a function and its button protrudes for
no-look activation and intuitive operation.

Comfortable.
An ergonomic handle helps you get a grip
on your perfect water temperature.

Clean.
ShowerSelect’s surface is flat and easy to clean.

Efficient.
Push on. Push off. No-hassle functionality
encourages less water use.
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SELECT SHOWERPIPES:
A PERFECT ALL-IN-ONE ALTERNATIVE.
View our Raindance Select Showerpipes at-a-glance here.
addition of the Select showerhead and handshower. Think of them
as the perfect mix of form and function: A showerhead, handshower
and mixing valve, all in one stylish package.

This is the definition of choice. Hansgrohe Showerpipes are
a sleek, all-in-one solution for your shower that are straightforward
to install and now even more spectacular to use, thanks to the

Brushed Nickel

Raindance Select 360 Showerpipe

Raindance Select S 240 Showerpipe

®

®
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OVERHEAD SHOWER.
We‘ve got you covered, from shoulder to
shoulder. Experience the relaxtion and
pleasure that comes from above: the
overhead shower. Whether a refreshing
rain spray or perhaps drops that gently
envelop the body at shoulder width, we all
have our own ideas of the perfect shower.

HANDSHOWER.
Add warmth and intensity by moving the
spray closer towards your body as well as
ease of cleaning the shower or shaving
your legs. Handshowers bring added
performance and versatility to your shower.

MIXING VALVE.
One spray, or another? It’s just a push of a
but ton away with our smar t, intuitive
mixing valve.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW: RAINDANCE SELECT HANDSHOWERS

Raindance Select S 150 AIR 3-Jet Handshower
3 spray modes: RainAir, CaresseAir, and Mix
# 28588, - 001, - 401, -821
Handshower Set (Includes 63" Techniflex Hose)
# 04487, - 000, - 400, -820

Raindance Select S 120 AIR 3-Jet Handshower
3 spray modes: RainAir, Rain, and WhirlAir
# 26531, - 001, - 401, -821
EcoRight (2.0 GPM) # 04529, - 000, - 400, -820
Handshower Set (2.0 GPM, Includes 63" Techniflex Hose)
# 04543, - 000, - 400, -820
*

Raindance Select E 120 AIR 3-Jet Handshower
3 spray modes: Rain, RainAir, and WhirlAir
# 26521, - 001, - 401, -821
EcoRight (2.0 GPM) # 04528, - 000, - 400, -820
Handshower Set (2.0 GPM, Includes 63" Techniflex Hose)
# 04520, - 000, - 400, -820

Raindance Select E 150 AIR 3-Jet Handshower
3 spray modes: RainAir, CaresseAir, and Mix
# 26550, - 001, - 401, -821

*

*EcoRight Version Available. Flow rate for all showerheads and handshowers
is 2.5 GPM, unless otherwise specified.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW: RAINDANCE SELECT SHOWERHEADS

Raindance Select S 240 AIR 2-Jet Showerhead
2 spray modes: RainAir and Rain
# 26469, - 001, - 401, -821
®

Raindance Select E 300 AIR 2-Jet Showerhead
2 spray modes: RainAir and Rain
# 27387, - 001, - 401, -821
EcoRight (2.0 GPM) # 04534, - 000, - 400, -820
®

*

Please see website for full range of shower components.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW: CROMA SELECT HANDSHOWERS AND SHOWERHEADS

Croma Select E 110 3-Jet Handshower, 2.0 GPM
3 spray modes: SoftRain, IntenseRain, and Massage
# 26811, - 401, -821
Handshower Set (2.0 GPM, Includes 63" Techniflex Hose)
# 04568000

Croma Select E 110 Vario -Jet Handshower
3 spray zones of variable intensity
# 26813, - 401, -821

Croma Select S 180 2-Jet Showerhead
2 spray modes: Rain and IntenseRain
# 26523, - 001, - 401, -821

Croma Select E 180 2-Jet Showerhead
2 spray modes: Rain and IntenseRain
# 26528, - 001, - 401, -821

®

®

*EcoRight Version Available. Flow rate for all showerheads and handshowers
is 2.5 GPM, unless otherwise specified.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW: COMPONENTS

Raindance Showerarm, 15"
# 27413, - 001, -821
Raindance Showerarm, 9" (not shown)
# 27422, - 001, -821

Extension Pipe for Ceiling Mount, 4"
# 27479, - 000, -820

Porter S Handshower Holder
# 28331, - 000, -820

Wall Outlet
# 27454, - 002, -822
Wall Outlet with Check Valves (not shown)
# 27458, - 003, -823

Techniflex Hose, 63"
# 28276, - 003, -823
Techniflex Hose, 80"
# 28274, - 000, -820

Techniflex Slim Hose, 63"
# 28271, - 001, -821
Techniflex Hose, 78"
# 28188, - 001, -821

Please see website for full range of shower components.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW: SHOWERPIPES

Raindance Select S 240 Showerpipe
Includes Raindance Select S 240
2-Jet Showerhead and Raindance
Select S 120 3-Jet Handshower
# 27129, - 001, - 401, -821
Requires Basic Set (# 16181181)

Raindance Select E 360 Showerpipe
Includes Raindance E 360 AIR
1-Jet Showerhead and Raindance
Select E 120 AIR 3-Jet Handshower
# 27112, - 001, - 401
Requires Basic Set (# 16181181)

*EcoRight Version Available. Flow rate for all showerheads and handshowers
is 2.5 GPM, unless otherwise specified.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW: SHOWERSELECT TRIMS

ShowerSelect Square Thermostatic*
1- Function Trim
# 15762, - 001, -821
Requires iBox Universal Plus (# 01850181)

ShowerSelect Square Thermostatic*
2- Function Trim
# 15763, - 001, -821
Requires iBox Universal Plus (# 01850181)

ShowerSelect Round Thermostatic*
1- Function Trim
# 15744, - 001, -821
Requires iBox Universal Plus (# 01850181)

ShowerSelect Round Thermostatic*
2- Function Trim
# 15743, - 001, -821
Requires iBox Universal Plus (# 01850181)

*Call for availability
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TECHNOLOGIES

Easily change between
spray modes at the push
of a button.

Anti- limescale function. Silicone
spray channels/aerators enable
you to simply wipe away deposits.

Each drop of water is infused
with air, delivering an
invigorating high- performance jet.

Keeps the flow to a minimum
to save water and energy without
sacrificing performance.

A generous sprayface that
distributes water over a wide
area, so your whole body is
completely covered.

A gentle shower rain with
air- enriched drops that will
wash the daily life from you.

A spray that is perfect for
rinsing shampoo out of
your hair.

For new energy after a
challenging day: The dynamic,
revitalizing massage spray.

A concentrated spray for
massaging specific areas of
the body.

A harmonious combination of
gentle shower drops and
invigorating massage spray.

A soft water spray that
caresses the body for
that feel- good sensation.

SPRAY MODES

Massage

Intense water spray,
perfect for rinsing out
shampoo.

Intense shower
rain that refreshes
and rejuvenates.

A strong massage spray
that invigorates and
soothes aching muscles.

The sixth and seventh digits of the product part number determines the finish.
04342, - 00x = Chrome
04342, - 40x = White/Chrome
04342, - 82x = Brushed Nickel
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It is a well- known fact that here at Hansgrohe, we never
stop reinventing showering pleasure. It has “clicked” again:
We have the Select technology! Now a simple touch of a
b u t t o n i s a l l i t t a ke s f o r t h e wa t e r t o b e j u s t
as the user wants it. As small as it is, the Select button
c o m b i n e s m a ny o f t h e t h i n g s t h a t o u r p ro d u c t s
are renowned for: The best design, intelligent functions,
and excellent user-friendliness.
How did the button get into the bathroom? From several directions at once, you could
say. We found, during research into showering, and later in our own Showerlab, that
there are various types of “showerer.” We have translated their specific requirements
into spray types, and in doing so provided variety under the shower.
However, we didn’t just want to provide more variety for our customers, but also we
wanted to make it easier for them to choose. Inspired by the many buttons that make
the world much easier — a light switch, a mouse button, the start/stop button in the car
to name but a few — we decided to develop our own easy and ingenious buttton for
hand showers.
Together with Phoenix Design, we launched PuraVida, the first Hansgrohe shower with
an all-mechanical selection button, on the market. The trade audience and consumers
were delighted — and we asked ourselves whether it was possible to achieve much
more by bringing this technology to other parts of the bathroom.
Find out just how much pleasure pushing the right but tons can bring one in
the bathroom.
Richard Grohe
Deputy Chairman &
Head of Hansgrohe Brand

SELECT
Discover the world of Hansgrohe at www.hansgrohe-usa.com

Customer Service

Select Introduction Brochure serves as an introduction to the Select line of
shower products. Innovative Select push-button technology puts the user in
control like never before. Push to transform your shower! Visit our website to
view our full range of products, and to find a Hansgrohe dealer in your area
at our Where-To-Buy section.

Located at our North American Headquaters in
Alpharetta, Georgia, our expert associates are there
to assist you. Call us at 800-334-0455, Monday
though Friday, 8 am to 7 pm EST.

PUSH TO TRANSFORM YOUR SHOWER

Hansgrohe® , iBox® , Raindance® , EcoRight™, Techniflex® , and
QuickClean® are trademarks of Hansgrohe, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Hansgrohe Virtual Library App for iPad
Enjoy digital versions of all current Hansgrohe
literature on the go, and easily share the products
you discover via Facebook or email!

Hansgrohe, Inc. . 1490 Bluegrass Lakes Parkway . Alpharetta, GA 30004
Tel. 800-334-0455 . Fax 770-664-3138
www.hansgrohe-usa.com
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